
Virtual site visit (video call) report for Asha for Education 
Funding chapter: Atlanta 

Project: Lok Chetana Samiti (LCS) – Girls’ Hostel (please visit to check other details for this project, like 
funding history, past site visit reports etc) 

Project location/address: Lok Chetana Samiti, near Chiraigaon block office, Bariasanpur, Saranath 
P.O.,,Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh  221007, India  

Project partner: Ranju Singh 

Project steward: Anuradha Bulusu 

Project description/objective: To ensure a safe home to girls from the extremely marginalized 
Musahar community and other underprivileged children from the local community (from all 
religions and castes). To send the children to nearby schools and provide tuition support. 

Volunteers from Atlanta chapter present in the call: Prasoon Suchandra 
(prasoon.suchandra@gmail.com), Agniva Roy, Pavithra Narayanan 

Attendees from the project side: Ms. Ranju Singh, Dr. Russel Raj (Jayant Ji), Savitri ma’am, and 
~ 35 kids from the hostel  

Recording of the video call: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10eHIcXaNHfU3fObsfnFmQAbcrIRnKqT0/view?usp=sharing  

Time/date of call: 10.30 pm ET, March 9, or 9 am IST, March 10, 2021 

Details and observations/remarks 

Prasoon has been following this project since Asha Atlanta started supporting it in 2017, and he 
has visited the project in-person in January 2019 and had calls with the kids and the project 
partner(s) several times in past. 

Due to covid-19 pandemic, in-person site visits have not been possible and that’s why Asha Atlanta 
volunteers arranged this video call. It was attended by three Asha Atlanta volunteers. 

The children were finishing their morning prayers when the video call began. The children were 
from classes 1 to 6, and some in class 8. Ranju Ji spoke to us about the children, and their studies 
now during the pandemic. She mentioned that the kids have been taught the school curriculum 
when the school was closed, and now that the school has opened, the kids from LCS hostel are a 
little ahead in comparison to other children in their school. The children were very excited to meet 
us. They recognized Prasoon from his last visit. They came forward one class at a time, and 
introduced themselves – their name and their favorite subject. A lot of them like Ganith 
(mathematics). That was good to see. They like to play a variety of games when they have time, 
ranging from cricket to badminton to football. When asked about their liking for artworks, they 
excitedly came forward and shared their paintings – vegetables, houses, Diwali decorations, etc.  
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Savitri ma’am, the hostel teacher, mentioned that if Asha Atlanta can arrange for some volunteer(s) 
to (remotely) teach the children some subjects, especially mathematics and English for higher 
classes (6-8), that will be a great help. This idea was initially floated by one of Asha Atlanta 
volunteers, who mother’s friend is looking to teach.  

In the end, the children had prepared a song for us to hear. Unfortunately due to some network 
issues, we could not hear the song properly, but we are eager to see the recording of the same. 
Overall, it was nice to see the children and interact with them. 

After this interaction, the kids and Savitri ma’am were left to continue the tuition and we interacted 
with Dr. Russel Raj (Jayant Ji), the secretary of LCS. He told us that a few kids didn’t return from 
their home after the lockdown and the people at LCS are in touch with their family. Also, Jayant 
Ji sent us a letter which serves as a proof that LCS has started the process of opening their new 
FCRA account. 

Our overall impression of the center and the kids was very positive. The full recording of the video 
call can be found in the link on first page. Ms. Ranju Singh and her husband Mr. Nandlal Prasad 
are known for leading some impactful non-profits in Varanasi and surrounding areas. Due to covid-
19 and reduced fundraising, Asha Atlanta is unable to support LCS as a regular project but we 
have started Support-A-Child (SAC) program for LCS. Volunteers from Asha Atlanta have been 
in regular touch with Dr. Raj and Ranju Ji from LCS. 

Some screenshots from the video call can be found below: 

  

 

 

(This document has been prepared by Prasoon Suchandra from Asha Atlanta, dated March 10, 2021. Please reach 
out to him with any question or comment. Thank you!) 

 


